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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
AMERICAN MATHEMATKAL SQCHD’Y SHORT ‘COURSE SERP[E!i: 
FUNDAMENTALS 0F APPLIED C30MBINATORICS 
August 1243, 1977, University of Washington in Seattle, Seattle, Washington 
The American M+ematical Society, in conjunction with its summer meeting in 
Seattle, will continue its short course series with a course on “Fundamlentals of 
Applied Combinatorics”. The two-day course, held on Friday and Saturday, 
August 12 and 13, 1977 on the campus of the University of Washington in Skattle, is 
: designed to provide substantial introductions to three important areas of applica- 
Y 
r tion of combinatorial mathematks for maihematicians whose specializations are in 
i other areas. The program was devised to illustrate both the variety of mathemati- 
* 
. tally challenging questions which can arise in connection with problems encoun- 
tered in modern applications as well as some of the new approaches now being 
taken for treating those problems which are inherently too difficult IO solve. 
Although some mathematical maturity will be assumed on the par-l: of the 
participant, no prior :;pecialized knowledge of combinatorics, graph theory or 
coding theory wil! be quired. 
The program, under the direction of Ronald L. Graham (Bell Laboratories). 
includes two seventy-five minute lectures by each of the lecturers: Ronald L. 
Graham, Robert J. McEliel:e (Jet Propulsion Laboratory - Cahfornia Institute of 
’ Technology) and ‘l)a.niei 31, Kleitman (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). The 
; diversity of topic.. \ which include combinatorial scheduling theory, combinatorial 
: analysis of convolutional codes, and coding theory, promises an interesting and 
stimulating program and discussion:* 
Abstracts of lectures wrth suggested reading lists will appear in the April 1977 
issue of the Notices of the American Mathematical Society. 
Participants may preregister for the short course until July 24. I977 for $18; for 
confirmed residential hall accommodations, however, participants must preregister 
by July 10, 1377. A special preregistration fee of $3 has been set for students and 
unemployed individuals. After the preregistration deadline, the fees will be 
increased to $20 and $5, respectively. Time schedules and furthrer information 
about registrar&r and accommodations can be found in the April, June and August 
